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An increasing concern of the healthcare system has been that of Healthcare-Associated
Infections (HAIs).  HAIs currently account for approximately 1.7 million infections and 99,000
deaths per year in United States hospitals. HAI’s (formerly called nosocomial infections) are
defined as infections that develop in patients who have been in residence in a healthcare facility
(i.e., in-patient clinics) for 48 hours or longer and who previously had no evidence of infection
prior to admission. Consequences of HAIs include increased length of hospital stay, exposure to
high frequency antibiotics, sepsis, and in unfortunate cases, death.
In out-patient environments where patients are receiving rehabilitative care, such as OT,
they are often benefiting from the use of readily available therapy instruments. Instruments used
in the outpatient setting are often shared between numerous patients, hopefully being disinfected
between uses with disinfectant wipes. Although these rehabilitative instruments should be
disinfected between uses, it is unknown to what extent bacteria may survive with or without
proper disinfection. The objective of this study is to help provide baseline statistics for the
potential of bacterial survivability in multiple places on reachers and sock aids, both of which are
common OT instruments. The study focused on the survivability of three bacterial species:
Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, and Bacillus cereus, all of which are frequent
pathogens associated with HAIs in clinical settings. After application of known quantities of
these bacteria to the devices, surviving cells were enumerated as long as 48 hours after
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inoculation. Data generated here should help establish the need for more focused disinfection





In a world filled with the unknown, it is difficult to assume that bacteria are surviving for
long periods of time on every surface touched. Although bacterial growth is not often observed,
due to their being invisible to the naked eye, research has shown that bacteria lie on almost every
surface. Bacterial survival on different types of surfaces has been observed and studied for many
decades, providing microbiologists with the knowledge that bacteria survive longer than once
thought. The early microbiologists Robert Koch and Louis Pasteur set out on a venture into the
unknown- to provide a causality for disease. Thanks to their work, today it is understood that
most disease symptoms are attributed to the presence of pathogenic bacteria. This study aims to
examine the extent to which potentially pathogenic bacteria, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus
aureus, and Bacillus cereus, survive on occupational therapy instruments used with patients
recovering from full hip replacement. In this study, the survival of these bacteria over a period of
48 hours was determined by applying known quantities of these bacteria to unique surfaces on
the devices, and recovering any surviving cells after the incubation period. This study is
necessary for determining the extent to which bacteria can survive in a dry state on instruments
commonly transferred between patients, particularly if the devices are not disinfected properly.
This provides a reliable and efficient way of determining the survivability of many pathogens
that may be associated with Healthcare-Associated Infections (HAIs) within the healthcare
system. Although this study provides a statistically significant case for bacterial survival on
stationary instruments, it is equally important to examine additional surfaces in clinical settings
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to bring greater attention to the important issue that environmental surfaces may be linked with
HAIs.
One of the most significant threats to the safety of patients in the United States healthcare
system is that of HAIs  (Van der Jagt et. al., 2021). The National Healthcare Safety Network
(NHSN) defines healthcare-associated infections as a “localized or systemic condition resulting
from the presence of an infectious agent without evidence that the infection was present or
incubating at the time of admission to the acute care setting.” Most commonly, HAIs present as
bloodstream infections (Central Line Associated Bloodstream Infections, CLABSI), lower
respiratory tract infections due to a ventilator associated condition or complication (Ventilator
Associated Conditions, VAC), and urinary tract infections (Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract
Infection, CAUTI) ( Van der Jagt et. al., 2021). As mentioned in Van der Jagt’s review of HAIs,
as a group, these infections represent “device-related” infections. Although Van der Jagt refers to
“device-related” infections as infections caused by devices implanted within patients, it is
important to consider infection stemming from hospital equipment and surfaces coming into
direct contact with patients as well. A study from Donskey highlights the potential pathogenic
load on surface areas such as floors and portable devices within clinical settings that might
contribute to the transmission of HAIs.  Although not directly linked, the prevalence of bacterial
dissemination from shared equipment between patients has been found to be a contributing factor
to HAIs (Donskey, 2019). Not only are floor surfaces an excellent reservoir for bacterial
colonization, but devices, particularly in recessed areas, present many habitats for bacteria to
accumulate. As mentioned by Donskey, shared temperature probes are the most strongly linked
devices to bacterial transmission between patients. If devices as widely used as thermometers,
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which have sterile plastic shrouds replaced between patients, have the potential to transmit
bacteria between patients, other devices shared between patients should be considered in the
potential transfer of HAIs between patients. Disinfection protocols for all therapeutic devices
need to be rethought to limit the potential for HAI transmission.
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (UTC) Clinical Infectious Disease Control
(CIDC) research team takes a particular interest in studying bacterial contamination of the
environment of clinics. Recently, Spratt et. al. (2014), conducted a study of nine southeastern
Tennessee physical therapy clinics focusing on bacterial contamination of therapeutic Ultrasound
(US) heads. The researchers swabbed the surface of US heads previously used with patients, in
addition to the US gel and US gel bottles. The team then disinfected the US heads, which were
re-swabbed to determine the survivability of the bacteria post disinfection. The study found that
the US heads, US gel, and gel bottle tips had significant numbers of non-specific bacteria and
Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) contamination on them (e.g., 52.7% of gel
bottle tips within the clinics measured were positive for non-specific bacteria, Staphylococcus
epidermidis (SE), Methicillin-Sensitive Staphylococcus aureus (SA), and MRSA) (Spratt et. al.
2014).
In another study of therapeutic clinics, the CIDC research team focused on lotions used
for soft tissue mobilization and massage in 22 southeastern Tennessee and northwestern Georgia
outpatient rehabilitation clinics (Spratt et. al., 2019). Lotions and creams at these clinics were
sampled using sterile swabs on the outer threads of the caps, the inner lids of the containers, and
product from the center of the containers. In a UTC microbiology lab, these swabs were streaked
onto growth media to test for the presence or absence of bacteria. Of the 81 lotion containers
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sampled, 16 (19.8%) contained bacterial contamination in at least one of the three sites tested
(Spratt et. al., 2019). Bacteria observed within the rehabilitation clinics included SA, MRSA, SE,
and enterics, which are species particularly involved in skin infections.
A different group of researchers in Uganda performed a cross-sectional study from
December 2017 to January 2018 analyzing medical equipment coming into direct contact with
healthcare workers, patients, technicians, cleaners, and caregivers. This study sought to measure
bacterial growth within the environments of four public health facilities. The results from the
study found that nearly nine out of 10 pieces of equipment exemplified bacterial isolates
(Ssekitoleko et. al., 2020). For the instruments sampled, bacteria were found surviving on
anesthetic machines, baby warmers, infusion pumps, operating tables, oxygen concentrators,
patient monitors, phototherapy machines, pulse oximeters, suction machines, ultrasound
machines, and infant weighing scales, all of which were regularly coming into direct contact with
patients. The most frequent species of bacteria included those of the Bacillus species, with 52.6%
of the devices displaying isolates (Ssekitoleko et. al, 2020). In addition to this, Staphylococcus
species and E. coli (EC) were also found. In several cases, bacteria were found in multiple parts
of the sampled devices. A more in-depth analysis of 17 different samples of the bacterial isolates
revealed that they were resistant to at least four different kinds of drugs, which puts patients
infected with this bacteria at a significantly greater chance of poor recovery.
Moreover, two separate authors, Otter and Schabrun, conducted systematic reviews of
healthcare facilities and indicated that approximately one third of all nosocomial infections could
potentially be prevented with adequate cleaning of medical equipment. Schabrun indicated that
on average, when sampling healthcare facilities, approximately 70% of medical devices are
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likely to be contaminated with potentially pathogenic bacteria (Schabrun, 2006). In his review,
the most common species of bacteria isolated from medical devices such as stethoscopes,
auriscopes, and interferential therapy equipment, included that of S. aureus, Pseudomonas spp.,
Acinetobactor spp. and Pasteurella spp. Likewise, Otter observed similar pathogens, but noted
additional cases involving Enterococcus spp, Klebsiella, and Norovirus.  Without adequate
identification of the pathogens and disinfection, some species (especially those producing spores)
are capable of surviving on medical equipment for more than five months (Otter et. al., 2013). As
Otter mentions, disinfection occurring only after patient discharge or use of instruments may not
be enough to fully reduce the number of bacteria that consistently survive on medical
instruments. Because of this, the author advises that continuous disinfection, before and after
uses, is required to arrest the spread of hospital acquired infections attributed to equipment
bacteria (Otter et. al., 2013).
Many of the studies noted above have indicated the survival of bacteria on devices
commonly used within the clinical setting. As one author alluded, HAIs account for $28 to $48
billion dollars per year in treating preventable infections (Stone, 2009). This economic burden is
not only placed on the patients fighting off infections associated with their clinical treatment, but
also on hospitals nationwide, and their role in these HAIs, possibly through improper
disinfection of devices or surfaces and hand hygiene. Identifying potential for bacterial growth,
as done within this study, is necessary to bring attention to and aid in hampering the spread of
bacterial pathogens from patient to patient. Data on the role that bacteria from clinic
environments play in HAIs is limited, with most studies having been conducted in in-patient
clinics (Rawlinson, 2019). Thus, this issue is of great concern in out-patient clinical settings. To
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date, a very small number of, if any, studies focus on the potential bacterial survivability of
clinical pathogens on therapeutic occupational therapy devices, as this study does.  The
survivability study discussed here will not only address problem areas of OT devices commonly
used with full hip replacements, but it will also bring attention to the desperate need for
disinfection of medical devices within clinical outpatient settings in general.
1.2 Introduction
Every environment on our Earth serves as a domain for which bacterial growth can be
fostered. From areas as vastly different as soil and the epithelial linings of the human body,
bacteria live and thrive. An area of bacterial growth that is particularly worrisome, however,
includes that of the healthcare system. Most recently, an increasing concern of the healthcare
system has been that of Healthcare-Associated Infections (HAIs).  Healthcare-Associated
infections currently account for approximately 1.7 million infections and 99,000 deaths per year
in United States Hospitals (Massachusetts Health and Hospital Association, 2020). HAI’s
(formerly called nosocomial infections) are defined as infections that develop in patients who
have been in residence in a healthcare facility (i.e., in-patient clinics) for 48 hours or longer and
who previously had no evidence of infection prior to admission (Wang et. al., 2019). As
described by Wang et. al., these infections have become the center of increased morbidity,
mortality, and financial burden in the modern-day clinical setting, affecting up 12-19% of
patients in high and low income countries (Wang et. al., 2019). Within clinics, both in-patient
and out-patient, surface environments of clinical devices are important factors to consider when
determining infection risks within clinical settings. These environments can serve as reservoirs
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for potential HAI pathogens which can be spread from patient to patient during clinical care
(Rawlinson, 2019 and CDC, 2019). Although healthcare facilities should be disinfecting
instruments and surface areas frequently, bacterial survival on devices shared between patients is
still a prominent issue.
Pathogenic bacteria can be transmitted between patients in many ways. The typical mode
for pathogenic transportation in clinical settings has been found to be through direct patient
contact or contact with inanimate objects after patient care (Abbas et. al., 2020). Additionally,
transference of outside environmental bacteria onto surface areas within the clinical setting
(through shoes or clothes) plays a vital role in this transmission. Abbas et. al. (2020),  indicated
in a study of ophthalmology clinics using molecular analyses of viral strains that viruses on
particular instruments matched those found in patients who had received care from the clinic
(Abbas et. al., 2020). This study demonstrates the need for further research on the viral and
bacterial load of clinical instruments, in addition to surface areas such as floors, which are more
commonly studied. Likewise, Wang et. al.(2019), found that device-associated infections
accounted for the largest number of Respiratory Intensive Care (RICU) -acquired infections,
furthering the proposition that clinical surface areas should be of significant concern. In this
study Wang established that patients coming into contact with contaminated instruments often
resulted in serious health complications such as Ventilator Associated Pneumonia (VAP),
Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract Infection (CAUTI), and Catheter-Associated Bloodstream
Infections (CABSI) at a rate of 6.5% (Wang et. al., 2019). Contact with potentially pathogenic
species of bacteria place patients at an extremely high risk of contracting systemic illness and
developing antibiotic resistant bacterial infections (Cao et. al., 2009). Illnesses that result often
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involve pathogens such as: Clostridium difficile, Staphylococci, Streptococci, or Pseudomonas
sp., causing pneumonia, bloodstream infections, and skin infections. In addition to this,
consequences of HAIs include increased length of hospital stay, exposure to high frequency
antibiotics, sepsis, and in unfortunate cases, death (CDC, 2019).
In out-patient environments where patients are receiving rehabilitative care, such as
occupational therapy, they are often benefiting from the use of readily available therapy
instruments. However, the care given to these patients in the out-patient setting lacks some of the
measures present for in-clinic patients, where infection preventionists may play a critical role
attempting to mitigate potential HAIs. Thus, instruments used in the outpatient setting are often
shared between numerous patients, hopefully being cleaned and disinfected between use but with
no real safeguards. Although these rehabilitative instruments should be disinfected between uses,
it is unknown to what extent bacteria may survive with or without proper disinfection. In many
cases, the structures of commonly used occupational therapy devices allow for bacterial survival
in hard to disinfect areas (e.g., in recessed areas or areas concealed by hinges).  To date, a limited
number of studies have investigated potential bacterial load associated with commonly used
clinical rehabilitative devices. Although it is assumed that some bacteria are present on most
surfaces, to what extent potentially pathogenic bacteria may survive, especially in the hard to
reach instrument areas, on the surfaces of clinical equipment is unknown.
Beginning in 2015, the UTC Clinical Infectious Disease Control (CIDC) research team
has conducted numerous studies aiming to identify bacterial contaminants within physical
therapy clinics and inpatients units within Erlanger Health System facilities. In conjunction with
the UTC Occupational Therapy program, the CIDC has sought to identify potential pathogens of
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occupational therapy instruments most widely used in total hip replacement rehabilitation. Few,
if any, published studies have focused on the survivability of pathogens on these devices in
particular. The objective of this study is to help provide baseline statistics for the potential of
bacterial survivability in multiple places on reachers and sock aids, both of which are common
OT instruments. The sock aid, consisting of a hollowed plastic material with a nylon coating,
aids patients in placing socks on their feet in instances where they might not be able to
appropriately bend or extend their knees or hips. The reacher, on the other hand, involves a long
aluminum handle with a polyamide “tong” on one end, used to grab objects that may be difficult
to reach. The “tong” of the reacher is comprised of repeating grooves to aid with surface tension
between the device and the object being picked up. However, it is hypothesized that these
grooves could potentially support bacterial survival. The study focused on the survivability of
three species on these devices: Escherichia coli [EC], Staphylococcus aureus [SA], and Bacillus
cereus [BC], all of which are frequent pathogens associated with HAIs in clinical settings. These
bacteria have been chosen due to their prevalence on clinical surfaces and on the surfaces of
clinical devices. After application of known quantities of these bacteria to the devices, surviving
cells were enumerated for as long as 48 hours after inoculation. Data generated here should help
establish the need for more focused disinfection protocols for these OT devices.
Section 2
Materials and Methods
This study was conducted in the CIDC research lab in Holt Hall at UTC. Six sets of
Occupational Therapy devices used for full-hip replacement rehabilitation were obtained from
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the UTC Department of Occupational Therapy [OT]. The sock aids and reachers were
disinfected using Bioesque Botanical Disinfectant (Natureal, LLC, Bocca Raton, FL 33432),
followed by a subsequent wash with sterile water from an autoclavable Nalgene dispenser and
drying with sterile KimWipes. Sterile KimWipes were generated in the lab by folding four
individual wipes three times and placing them into glass petri dishes, which were autoclaved, and
subsequently placed in a drying oven (60○C) for 24 hours. This disinfection protocol was tested
with a control of each OT device, by using a sterile swab to sample the surfaces, placing that
swab into a tube of sterile TSB, and incubating that tube. No bacterial growth was seen for any
of these control samples.
Lab strains of Escherichia coli [EC], Staphylococcus aureus [SA], and Bacillus cereus
[BC] were obtained from the UTC Microbiology culture collection (traceable to ATCC strain
25922 [EC], ATCC strain 25923 [SA], and ATCC strain 11778 [BC]) and maintained within the
CIDC research laboratory on either Tryptic Soy Agar slants or in Tryptic Soy Broth.
Additionally, this study required 0.85% sterile saline and Tryptic Soy both for the dilutions
performed. As the dilution scheme was followed, diluted test tubes were placed into a beaker
with standing water surrounded by ice packs, to inhibit the growth of bacterial cells throughout
the dilution process.
As mentioned above, the purpose of this study was to examine the survivability of EC,
SA, and BC over a period of 48 hours. The survivability of the bacteria was measured by
enumerating the bacterial cells using viable plate counts of pure cultures of E. coli, S. aureus,
and B. cereus, which was used to produce known quantities of the bacteria on the surfaces of the
disinfected OT devices. In quantifying the bacterial survivability, a known diluent (from either
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10-3 for EC or 6.7 x 10-4 for SA and BC) of the pure cultures was placed on the disinfected
reacher and sock aid. The diluent was placed onto replicated numbers of the disinfected device
(triplicates) in a pre-identified and marked spot to allow for statistical analysis (see Images 1 and
2 for a photo of the spots on these devices used for bacterial application). The devices were
housed in a box-shaped structure on the lab bench surrounded by aluminum foil with an
aluminum foil covering over the opening of the structure. This allowed for a controlled
environment, keeping the devices free of dust and any aerosolized bacteria (see Image 3 for a
photo of this box) where the devices were not exposed and had sufficient airflow during the
incubation periods. All three sets of instruments were swabbed at 30 minutes, 24 hours, and 48
hours post drying of the bacterial diluent and used to inoculate a sterile TSA plate for
enumeration of the surviving cells over 48 hours. This data was used to determine the colony
forming units per milliliter of diluent produced at each specified time for each bacteria.
2.1 Preparation of Materials
As mentioned above the OT instruments were marked in sections (30 minutes, 24 hours,
and 48 hours) and disinfected. The disinfection process involved spraying the surface area of the
instrument thoroughly with Bioesque Botanical Disinfectant Solution, allowing the solution to sit
on the instrument for 4 minutes, which is the prescribed killing time of the disinfectant. After the
instruments had been soaked with the solution for an appropriate amount of time, the devices
were washed with sterile water and dried using sterile KimWipes. The devices were then inserted
into a freshly disinfected drying oven (60 oC) where they were dried for approximately 24 hours.
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Tryptic soy agar was used to grow the bacterial cultures and plate them for enumeration. TSA
and TSB were made according to manufacturer instructions and autoclaved (15 psi for 20 min)
before being used to pour plates or for experiments. For the TSA slants, after boiling and mixing
the mixture, portions of the liquid TSA were transferred into test tubes prior to sterilization in the
autoclave. All TSA plates were stacked and allowed 72 hours to dehydrate before being used.
Sterile saline (0.85% NaCl) used for dilutions was also routinely produced in this lab.
2.2 Experimental Design
At the beginning of each experiment, the selected bacterial culture was grown on a TSA
slant for approximately 72 hours at room temperature. The target device for a particular
experiment was disinfected (see above) and, after drying, was ready to add the species of
bacteria for the experiment. Harvesting cells for the specific bacterial culture to be used was
done as follows: 1 (mL) of 0.85% sterile NaCl saline was added to the TSA slant with abundant
bacterial growth and this growth was “teased” off the agar and into the saline using the tip of the
pipette to produce a turbid suspension of cells in the saline.  The 1 mL of suspension was then
transferred from the TSA slant into a sterile test tube to begin the serial dilution. The
approximate serial dilution scheme is depicted in Figure 1 (see Figure 1 below). From the
bacterial suspension, 0.1 mL was transferred into 9.9 mLs of Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB). This
mixture was vortexed for 15 seconds, to ensure thorough mixing of the bacterial cells with the
media, and placed on ice until later use. One mL was then transferred from this test tube to a 9
mL test tube of TSB. This mixture was vortexed for 15 seconds and one mL was transferred
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from this tube into a sterile test tube with 9 mls 0.85% NaCl saline.  After this transfer was
complete, the test tube including 9 mL of TSB and bacteria was placed in an ice bath to prevent
further growth of the bacteria within the nutrient-rich media. This test tube (10-3) was used within
10 minutes of inoculation to place 0.025 mL and 0.01 mL quantities of the bacteria on the
surfaces of the reacher or sock aid. Figure 1 depicts the remainder of the 1:10 dilutions needed
to produce the viable plate counts for this study. The serial dilution ran through the 10-7 dilution.
Viable plate counts were obtained using the 10-5, 10-6, and 10-7 dilutions.  Throughout the process
of the study, the dilution scheme was adjusted for SA and BC at the 10-3 test tube to produce
lower numbers of the bacterial species needed for viable plate counts. In plating the 10-5, 10-6,
and 10-7 dilutions, 0.1 mL of the respective dilution was placed onto a sterile TSA plate after
vortexing for 15 seconds. The 0.1 mL was then evenly spread over the TSA using a sterile
spreading rod, which had been sterilized using flaming isopropyl alcohol.
Figure 1: Dilution scheme used to inoculate the sock aid and reacher for enumeration of
bacterial colonies in the initial bacterial suspension and 48 hours post inoculation.
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For EC, the above dilution scheme was used. However, SA and BC required an increased
dilution factor at the (previously) 10-3 dilution. Here, a 1:15 dilution was used to obtain lower
numbers of bacteria on the instruments. For all three broth cultures, the 10-3 dilution was the
chosen dilution to transfer to the OT devices.  The OT department provided 3 reachers and 3
sock aids, which were each divided into sections of 3 time periods (T=30 minutes, T=24 hours,
and T=48 hours). 0.025 mL (for the sock aid and metal reacher handle) and 0.01 mL (for the
teeth of the reacher) was then transferred one at time from the 10-3 culture.  In doing this, the 10-3
dilution was removed from the ice bath, vortexed for 15 seconds, and then 0.025 or 0.01 mLs
were “painted” onto each section of the surface of the device (one section and device at a time),
using the tip of the pipette, to distribute the bacterial cells.  For the sock aids, bacterial cells were
placed vertically down the center of the device (depicted in Images 1 and 2). For the reachers,
two areas were inoculated with bacteria: the teeth of the instrument (often the portion of the
device touching objects/picking items up) and the metal handle. For the sock aid and metal
handle of the reacher, 0.025 mL of the bacteria were transferred to the surface of the device. Due
to the narrowness of the reacher teeth, however, only 0.01 mL of the bacteria were issued onto
the device to prevent the bacteria from dripping off the reacher teeth. The bacterial cells were
then dried using a light stream of filtered air for roughly 10 minutes per drop of bacteria placed
on the device, or until there was no present undried bacteria left on the surface of the device.
Once dried, the devices were moved to an aluminum foil chamber (depicted in Image 3) where
they would be free from air contaminants that might have been present in the lab. Thirty minutes
after the drying was complete, the T=30 minutes section of the 3 triplicate devices were swabbed
using sterile transfer swabs, aiming to remove as many of the bacteria present as possible, being
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sure to rotate the swab throughout to bring its entire surface area in contact with the area that the
bacteria was placed. The swabs were immediately inserted back into their respective tubes and
placed in an ice bath to limit any growth of the culture between swabbing and plating the
dilutions. After all three devices were swabbed at their T=30 minutes location, the transport
swabs were removed from the ice bath and subjected to further serial dilution.
Each swab was then carefully placed into a test tube containing 5 mL of sterile saline.
The swab suspended in the 5 mLs of saline was vortexed for 30 seconds (this was labeled as the
10-1 tube). After vortexing, 1 mL of the bacteria infused saline was transferred into another 9 mL
test tube containing the NaCl saline (this was identified as the 10-2 tube for the second dilution).
This test tube was then vortexed for 10 seconds and one mL of solution from the 10-1 and 10-2
tubes for all triplicates were placed onto a sterile TSA plate one at a time. Once on the TSA
plate, the bacteria was spread across the surface of the TSA using a spreading rod sterilized with
isopropyl alcohol and a Bunsen burner. The inoculated TSA plates were then inverted and
incubated at 37 C for 48 hours. This procedure was repeated at 24 hours (T=24 hours) and 48
hours (T=48 hours) on each of the devices. Additionally, the entire procedure was repeated for
each location on the 2 devices and each bacterium to be tested.
Once grown, colony counts for each plate for each bacterium and device/location were
recorded. As previously mentioned, SA and BC required a 1:15 dilution where the 10 -3 would
have initially been formed. This was because when counting the colonies grown on the plates
using the initial 1:10 dilution, SA and BC had colonies outside of the statistically valid range
(30-300 colonies). However, as depicted within the results, the 1:15 dilution allowed for
statistically valid results for both bacteria.
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2.3 Calculations and Statistical Analysis
To determine the percent survivability of the bacteria on each device, viable plate counts
from the inoculated devices had to be determined. This data was used to quantify bacterial cells
present in the 5 ml 0.85% saline test tube containing the swab (CFU/5mL). In calculating a total
number of CFU/5 mL, the colonies produced from the 10-1 and 10-2 TSA plates were counted,
and the highest statistically valid number between the two was divided by its dilution value
(either 10-1 or 10-2 ) to yield CFU/ 1 mL. This number was then multiplied by 5 to represent the
number of bacteria in each 5 mL test tube (see Appendix 1). Once this value was calculated, it
was averaged and compared to the total number of bacteria initially placed on the OT
instruments (in CFU/mL).
To determine the total number of bacteria initially placed on the OT devices (in
CFU/mL), the highest statistically valid colony number from the viable plate count was divided
by the dilution value that was plated. This allowed the CFU/ mL to be calculated for each
dilution in the dilution scheme. The CFU/ mL transferred to the OT device was determined
(Appendix 1). Using the average CFU/5mL (per OT device location and bacteria), the percent
survival of each bacterium at each time (for all three locations) over the 48 hour period was
calculated.
The values were organized into an excel sheet, where percent survivability was
calculated. The data was then pulled into a Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
package, where it was analyzed using an ANOVA to calculate the descriptive statistics (means,
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standard deviations, p value etc.). In addition to this, a Scheffe Post Hoc analysis was conducted,
producing a p value for each instrument and bacteria, calculating significance values between
each time measured in the experimental design (T=30 minutes, T=24 hours, T=48 hours).
Section 3
Results
As mentioned in a previous study, air-drying bacteria is often associated with a large
reduction in the presence of viable cells (Spratt et. al. 2019). For all the data collected, cells
placed on OT devices had to be air-dried before swabbing and inoculating TSA plates to
calculate percent survivability, accounting for the majority of cell death within 30 minutes. For
the data collected here at 30 minutes, the average percent survivability on the sock aids were
15% (E. coli), 13.78% (SA), and 0.76% (BC) at T=30 minutes post drying time. At 24 hours,
percent survivability was calculated to be 3.23% (EC), 9.67% (SA), and 0.31% (BC). Lastly, at
48 hours, the sock aid yielded 0.31% (EC), 7.47% (SA), and 0.13% (BC) survivability (Figure
2).
The ANOVA analysis for the viable plate counts of EC, SA, and BC at each measured
time on the sock aid, produced overall p values less than 0.001, which demonstrates that the
survivability of EC, SA, and BC on the sock aid was highly significant between T=30 minutes,
T=24 hours, and T=48 hours. When analyzed using the Scheffe Post Hoc analysis, however, it
was found that the number of surviving cells was not significant in the time periods between
T=30 minutes to T=24 hours and T=24 hours to T=48 hours for BC measured on the sock aid.
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Similarly to the data of EC, the BC runs produced viable colony counts with varying numbers of
colonies. This, in turn, increased the standard deviation and means of survivability beyond
measures of statistical significance.
Figure 2: Comparison of percent survivability after transfer to the sock aid for E. coli
(EC), S. aureus (SA), and B. cereus (BC).
Percent survivability was also measured on the teeth of the reacher device. At 30 minutes,
the reacher teeth exemplified a percent survivability of 7.39% (EC), 48.68% (SA), and 57.03%
(BC). At 24 hours, the percent survivability of EC was 0.05%, SA was 27.55%, and BC was
28.22%. At 48 hours, the percent survivability was 0% (EC), 3.64% (SA), and 15.04% (BC)
(Figure 3).
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Results of the ANOVA found that overall, the survivability of each bacterial species
between T=30 minutes, T=24 hours, and T=48 hours indicated a p value less than 0.001. The
colony counts of SA were remarkably similar across all triplicates, allowing for a highly
significant data analysis depicting a p value less than 0.001 across all times measured when
analyzed using the Scheffe Post Hoc analysis. Contrary to SA, the Scheffe Post Hoc analysis
found that there was no statistical significance between 24 and 48 hours post drying time for the
survivability of EC . Due to the relatively small sample size, the means and standard deviations
between these time periods had a negative effect on the ANOVA analysis. Although clinically
significant (from 0.05 to 0% survivability and 0.38 to 0.10%), the variance between the colony
counts at each individual time measured was too large to display statistical significance.
Figure 3: Comparison of percent survivability after transfer to the reacher teeth for E. coli, S.
aureus, and B. cereus.
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Lastly, percent survivability was calculated for the bacteria placed on the metal handle of
the reacher. At 30 minutes, it was found that EC had a 10.70% survivability, SA had an 18.95%
survivability, and BC had a 30.97% survivability. At 24 hours, there was a 0.38% (EC), 17.03%
(SA), and 21.68% (BC) percent survivability on the metal handle. After 48 hours, a significant
number of bacteria remained on the handle of the reacher. EC had a 0.10% survivability, while
SA and BC had a 6.85% and 13.83% survivability (See Figure 4).
Overall, the ANOVA comparing the survival of each bacteria from  T=30 minutes, T=24
hours, and T=48 hours determined that there was statistical significance within the measurements
from each bacteria, with a p value less than 0.001. However, data from the Scheffe Post Hoc
analysis of EC on the reacher handle showed that the number of surviving EC cells was not
statistically significant between T=24 hours and T=48 hours. Likewise, the survivability of BC
cells between T=24 hours and T=48 hours and between T=30 minutes and T=24 hours was also
not significant. As mentioned above, the Bacillus runs produced viable colony counts with
varying numbers of colonies, which negatively affected the standard deviation and means of the
data beyond measures of statistical significance. However, BC had a percent survivability of
13.8%, which might be argued that this information is still extremely clinically significant.
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Figure 4: Comparison of percent survivability after transfer to the reacher handle for E.
coli, S. aureus, and B. cereus.
3.1 Comparison of E. coli, S. aureus, and B. cereus: Relationship Between
Bacterial Percent Survivability and Device
The percent survivability varied within the three bacteria on each device location
inoculated. As can be seen in the graph above, some cultures had significantly greater
survivability on one device and lower survivability than other bacteria on a different device. The
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sock aid, made from a nylon plastic, was a perfect reservoir for survivability of SA, whereas BC
cells remained relatively non survivable over 48 hours.  In addition to this, EC had a 13%
survivability at 30 minutes on the sock aid but was unable to survive efficiently as SA when
measured at 48 hours.
Even on locations within the same device (reacher handle and teeth), there was variability
of percent survival, although SA and BC still remained high numbers of survival in each
location. While EC had better survival over 48 hours on the metal reacher handle than that of the
sock aid or reacher teeth, it is important to note that the survival of this bacteria was not
extensive. BC had the highest survivability on both the reacher handle and reacher teeth, with
13.8% and 15.0% survival at 48 hours. Comparatively, SA also survived well on this device,
with 27.6% and 4% survivability at 48 hours. As the data above depicts, the reacher teeth seemed
to be the location of greatest survival for both SA and BC, while EC had the highest comparative
survival on the sock aid.
It is also important to mention the high survivability of all three bacteria at 30 minutes
post drying time. Here, each of the bacteria survived in relatively high numbers, with SA and BC
depicting a survivability of 20 to 30% on the reacher handle and around 50% on the reacher





Healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) are an increasing issue within the healthcare
system. These infections are characterized as infections, which were not present prior to seeking
medical treatment, that arise within 48 hours of receiving medical care (Wang, 2019).
HAI-causing pathogens can be transmitted in numerous ways. However, literature on the topic
indicates that HAIs can most commonly be linked to direct patient contact and contact with
contaminated inanimate surfaces of devices coming into direct contact with patients in the
clinical setting (Schabrun, 2006). As mentioned in the literature review and introduction,
contaminated devices in the clinical setting account for approximately one-third of all HAIs
annually (Schabrun, 2006). Additionally, HAIs are associated with 99,000 deaths per year
(Massachusetts Health and Hospital Association, 2020). An area of increasing concern for HAIs
is prevalence in outpatient clinics- as many studies have failed to address their potential for
contributing to the annual number of HAIs. Understanding how and to what extent bacteria
survive on the surfaces of instruments used in therapeutic rehabilitation will not only reduce the
extensive costs associated with HAIs, but it also will bring greater attention to this rising issue in
healthcare. The results from the survivability studies for EC, SA, and BC on the three devices in
this study suggest that when medical devices, such as reachers and sock aids, are exposed to
bacteria, those species have the ability to survive on these surfaces for up to 48 hours. This
means the chances for cross contamination of patients using the same OT devices is a serious
concern if those devices are not adequately disinfected between uses.
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As mentioned above, although EC and BC showed survival at T=24 and T=48 for
locations on the sock aid and reacher, the numbers of cells surviving for these cultures dropped
over time. There was some variability in the survival numbers for EC at T=48 hours. There was
also some variability in the survival numbers for BC on the reacher between as well. Due to the
slight difference in colonies grown from the swabbed area of the instruments, the overall
numbers of CFU/mL at these times showed highly variable numbers on different dates of
measurement, in turn producing a higher standard deviation and mean of the data. It is important
to mention here, that from a clinical perspective, any number of viable cells of bacteria have the
potential to be exceptionally infectious and pathogenic.
As seen within the results of the data, SA and BC produced survival rates greater than
10% (compared to the initial number of bacteria) at times up to 48 hours. This data is surprising
as one would assume that bacteria dried on a device coming into contact with a patient three days
prior would be dead. Although in the grand scheme of things, a 10% survivability seems quite
small, in actuality ,this represents thousands of bacterial cells surviving on the instrument. It is
also interesting to see that the Bacillus species survived at much higher percentages over 48
hours than EC or SA. This survival of the BC might be due to the spores that this species
produces. A study conducted by Clavel et. al. (2004) revealed that Bacillus cereus spores are
capable of surviving for exceptionally long periods of time under harsh conditions. According to
this study, BC was found growing in conditions as intense as that of the human stomach and
gastric acid (Clavel, 2004). This finding is important because it suggests that the BC culture
placed on the OT devices in this study have the potential to survive for time periods much
greater than were measured in this study.
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The study also issues an interesting look into the differences in survival of the bacteria on
surfaces varying in composition. As data from this study suggests, EC and SA survived relatively
well on the nylon coating of the sock aid. Similarly, SA was found surviving at even higher
percentages on the reacher teeth, which are also made from polyamides. Although BC did not
survive at high percentages on the sock aid, it was capable of surviving at very high percentages
on the aluminum handle of the reacher and the polyamide-containing teeth, whereas EC was not.
Many studies have been conducted to measure the potential survival of these bacteria on various
surfaces for extended periods of time. One study found that bacteria inoculated onto aluminum
and stainless steel platforms survived at significantly higher rates than on surfaces such as wood
(oak, Quercus sp.) or polycarbonate (significance value of p< 0.001, Chen et. al., 2020). Notably,
SA survived on aluminum and stainless steel platforms for much longer than any of the other
bacteria tested (Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii, and Enterococcus faecalis,
Chen et. al., 2020). Although Chen et al. indicated a potential for lengthy survival of SA on these
metal surfaces, no mechanism to help explain the survival was. Likewise, another study focusing
on bacterial survival on different surfaces found that EC and SA were capable of surviving for
greater than 25 days on aluminum surfaces (Shimoda et. al., 2019). Additionally, EC and SA
were found to survive on enamel surfaces for up to 10 days (Shimoda et. al., 2019). Interestingly,
although neither of the studies mentioned above focused on BC specifically, they did find that
Acinetobacter baumannii had the longest survival measured on all surfaces tested (Shimoda et.
al., 2019). Acinetobacter baumannii is a non-spore forming Gram negative rod like EC. Further
research is needed to determine exactly what components of these surfaces (e.g., the outer
membrane of their Gram negative cell walls, or the peptidoglycan structure of Gram positive
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cells like SA and BC) make them more or less suitable to survive on surfaces, as this data would
more clearly direct needs for proper disinfection protocols of clinical devices.
It cannot go without mentioning, though, that the bacteria placed on the surfaces of the
OT devices used throughout this study were suspended in 100% TSB. A similar study focusing
on therapeutic Ultrasound heads observed that placing bacteria in an organic-rich matrix, such as
TSB, and allowing it to dry, influences bacterial cell survival especially compared with
suspension of the cells in sterile saline (Spratt et. al., 2019). Note that the importance of having
an organic matrix around bacterial cells as they dry out has been found to enhance survival of
those cells in many different settings (e.g., one study found that lactic acid bacteria on stainless
steel surfaces used to prepare food can survive for extended periods of time when surrounded by
an organic matrix, Kuda et. al., 2016). TSB is composed of ingredients such as proteins, lipids,
and carbohydrates- all of which are necessary nutrients needed for promoting bacterial growth
and survivability. In a study of stainless steel food preparation sites, it was found that food
residues, often containing carbohydrates or proteins, increased surface-adherent bacterial
resistance to dessication (Kuda et. al., 2016). In cases where SA was dried in the presence of
nutrient rich residues, the study found a significantly increased resistance to dessication,
allowing the bacteria to survive for potentially long periods of time (Kuda et. al., 2016). A
separate study, focusing on the same finding, indicated that bacteria that dried in the presence of
organic rich residues could potentially survive for days or weeks (Kusumanigrum et. al., 2003).
In this study, trials where the bacterial suspension used to inoculate the devices contained
saline, it was found that the number of bacteria present on the devices was much smaller than
when the devices were inoculated with cultures suspended in TSB. This is likely due to TSB’s
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ability to provide an organic-rich residue as the cells dried that possibly enhanced the culture
resistance to desiccation of the bacteria. It is not difficult to imagine a situation with the normal
use of these OT devices where exposure to organic rich materials through spills or other
accidents could end up coating part of the device. If so, such organic-rich material could provide
a mechanism for contaminating bacteria that could survive for multiple days if the device were
not cleaned and disinfected.
Previous studies have indicated that internal devices, such as urinary catheters,
ventilators, and intravenous catheters, serve as reservoirs for bacterial growth and potential
infection within the clinical setting. In the present study, however, results depict that increased
attention should be directed to medical devices coming into external contact with patients as
well, especially in the outpatient setting. The OT devices analyzed here were found to have
bacteria placed on and dried on their surfaces survive for up to two days. With a single touch of a
contaminated device, patients receiving therapeutic treatment could potentially be exposed to
thousands of clinically relevant pathogens. In a study of Respiratory Intensive Care Unit (RICU)
patients, Wang et. al. emphasized that patients exposed to HAIs in the RICU suffer an incidence
of death 2.32 times greater than patients with no clinically-associated infections (Wang et. al.,
2019). Recently, new technologies have been developed to provide antimicrobial surfaces,
linings, and sprays effective in targeting hard to kill bacteria. This technology has been designed
to include metallic ions (silver, zinc and copper in particular), antimicrobial polymers ( such as
polycarbonate, polyurethane, polyphosphoester, and polyether ether ketones), and amphipathic
antimicrobial peptides, all of which have shown potential to inhibit or slow the growth of
bacteria through cellular effects (Antimicrobial Technology, 2018). Research has shown that a
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combination of two or more of these technologies could provide surface environments with
effective antimicrobial coatings that may effectively reduce the survival of pathogenic bacteria
on the surfaces of devices commonly associated with the healthcare environment (e.g.
combination of metallic ions with polymers, Antimicrobial Technology, 2018).
Further research is needed to determine which protocols are most effective in killing
pathogenic bacteria on the surfaces of medical devices, including repeating this study using other
clinical pathogens, such as Klebsiella pneumoniae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. One thing that
remains, however, is that infectious control activities must be continuously maintained in order
to reduce the rate of surviving clinically pathogenic bacteria on OT device surfaces.
Section 5
Limitations and Future Research
This study has provided data that clinically significant bacteria are capable of surviving
for extended periods of time on therapeutic occupational therapy devices. Overall, this study
succeeded in generating statistically significant data that adds to the small amount of knowledge
on the potential survivability of bacteria on occupational therapy devices. However, there are
several limitations to a study of this nature. This study was conducted in vitro, meaning the
results depicted here were conducted in a laboratory setting, thus, are not necessarily
representative of survivability of bacteria that may be found in the clinical setting. Bacterial
contamination in this study was exposed to air-drying, room air, and overall stable environmental
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conditions. In the clinical setting, however, it is important to note that bacteria surviving on
medical instruments are exposed to various environmental conditions, both extreme and stable.
In addition to this, the inoculated devices were kept relatively free from movement, contact with
outside sources, and large amounts of sunlight, all which are factors that can contribute to the
growth or decline of bacterial species (Spratt et. al. 2019).
Likewise, the bacteria “painted” onto the devices was suspended in TSB, a nutrient-rich
media which would help support the survival of the bacteria after being dried onto the surfaces of
the devices (Sprat et. al., 2019). Although growth of the bacteria on device surfaces in dried TSB
is unlikely due to the lack of additional components needed for survival, such as water, it is
important to take into consideration the possibility of TSB encouraging the survival of the
bacteria seen here. Due to its composition of lipids, carbohydrates, and proteins, aliquot of
bacteria and 100% TSB has been found to increase the survival of bacterial cells post drying to
levels far more significant than when suspended in solutions such as NaCl saline (Spratt et. al.,
2019). Additionally, even though the devices were thoroughly dried in a drying oven prior to
inoculation, the likelihood of remaining water trapped within the components of the devices after
drying in the oven is possible. This would also encourage bacterial growth and/or survivability of
the species on the surface of the device.
A more in-depth analysis of these devices, and other clinical instruments, is needed to
further support causality of HAIs stemming from these devices. In addition to this, other
clinically significant bacteria, such as Klebsiella pneumoniae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and
Streptococcus pneumoniae, etc., should be utilized in a similar study. While this study did
generate valid results, an additional study with devices being swabbed within clinics, where the
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devices are consistently exposed to varying environments, is also necessary to produce stronger
data for the survivability of clinically pathogenic bacteria on these devices.
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#1 220,000 79 (10-2) 215 (10-1) 68 (10-1)
#2 220,000 57 (10-2) 120 (10-1) 10(10-1)
#3 220,000 63 (10-2) 92 (10-1) 27 (10-1)
Percent Survivability
CFU/mL in original bacterial suspension =  88/ ( 10-8) = 8.8 x 10-9
CFUs from Serial Dilution to OT Reacher (CFU/0.025) = ((8.8 x 10-9) x 0.001) x 0.025 =
2.20 x 105
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T= 30 Minutes T= 24 Hours T=48 Hours
#1: (79 x 102) x 5 = 39,500 #1: (215 x 101) x 5 =10,750 #1: (68 x 101) x 5 =3,400
#2: (57 x 102) x 5 = 28,500 #2: (120 x 101) x 5 =6,000 #2: (10 x 101) x 5 =500
#3: (63 x 102) x 5 = 31,500 #3: (92 x 101) x 5 =4,600 #3: (27 x 101) x 5 =1,350
T= 30 Minutes Average CFU/5mL
(39,500 + 28,500 + 31,500) / 3 = 33,166.67 CFU/5mL
T= 24 Hours Average
(10,750 + 6,000 + 4,600) / 3 = 7,116.667 CFU/5 mL
T=48 Hours Average
(3,400 + 500 + 1,350) / 3 = 1,750 CFU/5mL
Percent Survivability at T= 30 Minutes = (33,166.670/(2.20 x 105)) x 100 = 15.10%
Percent Survivability at T= 24 Hours = (7,116.667/ (2.20 x 105)) x 100 = 3.23%




Staphylococcus aureus: Reacher Handle
SD 6.667 x 10-7 =
TNTC
6.667 x 10-8 =
TNTC











#1 728,000 254 (10-2) 246 (10-2) 50 (10-2)
#2 728,000 279 (10-2) 229 (10-2) 79 (10-2)
#3 728,000 295 (10-2) 269  (10-2) 170 (10-2)
Percent Survivability
CFU/mL in original bacterial suspension =  291/ ( 6.667 x 10-9) = 4.36 x 1010
CFUs from Serial Dilution to OT Reacher (CFU/0.025) = ((2.23 x 1010) x 0.00067) x
0.025 = 7.28 x 105
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T= 30 Minutes T= 24 Hours T=48 Hours
#1: (254 x 102) x 5 =14,300 #1: (246 x 102) x 5 =50 #1: (50 x 102) x 5 = 0
#2: (279 x 102) x 5 = 12,750 #2: (229 x 102) x 5 =200 #2: (79 x 102) x 5 = 0
#3: (295  x 102) x 5 = 22,400 #3: (269 x 102) x 5 =100 #3: (170 x 102) x 5 = 0
T= 30 Minutes Average CFU/5mL
(127,000 + 139,500 + 147,500) / 3 = 138,000 CFU/5mL
T= 24 Hours Average
(123,000 + 114,000 + 134,500) / 3 = 124,166.67 CFU/5 mL
T=48 Hours Average
(25,000 + 39,500 + 85,000) / 3 = 49,833.33 CFU/5mL
Percent Survivability at T= 30 Minutes = (138,000/(7.28 x 105)) x 100 =19%
Percent Survivability at T= 24 Hours = (124,166.67/ (7.28 x 105)) x 100 = 17.1%




Bacillus cereus: Reacher Teeth
SD 6.67 x 10-7 =
TNTC
6.67 x 10-8 =
438











#1 45,000 52 (10-2) 266 (10-1) 123 (10-1)
#2 45,000 44 (10-2) 224 (10-1) 142 (10-1)
#3 45,000 58 (10-2) 272 (10-1) 141 (10-1)
Percent Survivability
CFU/mL in original bacterial suspension =  45/ (6.67 x 10-9) = 6.75 x 109
CFUs from Serial Dilution to OT Reacher (CFU/0.025) = ((6.75 x 109) x 0.0006667) x
0.01 = 4.50 x 104
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T= 30 Minutes T= 24 Hours T=48 Hours
#1: (52 x 102) x 5 = 26,000 #1: (266 x 101) x 5 =13,300 #1: (123 x 101) x 5 =6,150
#2: (44 x 102) x 5 = 22,000 #2: (224 x 101) x 5 =11,200 #2: (142 x 101) x 5 =7,100
#3: (58 x 102) x 5 = 29,000 #3: (272 x 101) x 5 =13,600 #3: (141 x 101) x 5 =7,050
T= 30 Minutes Average CFU/5mL
(26,000 + 22,000 +29,000) / 3 = 26,666.67 CFU/5mL
T= 24 Hours Average
(13,300 + 11,200 + 13,600) / 3 = 12,700 CFU/5 mL
T=48 Hours Average
(6,150 + 7,100 + 7,050) / 3 = 6,766.67 CFU/5mL
Percent Survivability at T= 30 Minutes = (26,666.67/(4.50 x 104)) x 100 = 57.03%
Percent Survivability at T= 24 Hours = (12,700/ (4.50 x 104)) x 100 = 28.22%
Percent Survivability at T= 48 Hours = (6,766.67/ (4.50 x 104)) x 100 = 15.04 %
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Appendix 4
Image 1: This image shows the “reacher” tool used in the above study. For this study, the areas above the arrows
were divided into sections of three, where one drop of the bacterial suspension was placed in each section.
Image 2: This image shows the “sock aid,” where a drop of the bacterial suspension was placed in the location of
each “X.”
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5.1 Escherichia coli data
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5.2 Staphylococcus aureus data
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5.3 Bacillus cereus data
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